		


From ‘The Path to Bodhidharma’, by Shodo Harada Roshi


From pages 60, 61, 62, and 63

The first stage of meditation (susokkan) is counting the breaths.  The counting in and of itself is not essential, but in the beginning it helps focus attention on the breathing process.

Breathe and count, in a relaxed, unhurried manner, free of all tension.

Allow the exhalations to be full and complete.

Do not count in an automatic manner, but with relaxed yet complete attention.  

You must apply yourself unceasingly and with single-minded sincerity to this careful ‘counting’, working with ever fresh attention and creativity.

Focus on each individual breath, one after another, centering your consciousness in your tanden and filling it with energy.  Breathe each breath totally, then forget it and move on to the next.

Superficial concentration is useless- you must feel that the respiration is piercing through the ground to the very ends of the universe.

Let no gaps appear between your concentration on one breath and the next.  Continue like this, one focused breath cutting off all thought of the one before, cutting and cutting and cutting until there is no room for random ideas, no room for concepts of self, no room for inner noise.  Your body, the zendo, the entire universe are all contained in this total focus on the breath, in this utter singleness of mind.

Here, only the breathing and the counting remain.  The inhalations and exhalations become completely natural, and finally you enter a clear, open state of perfect unity of the mind and respiration.  The mind and the breath become one, and it is no longer necessary to count to help focus your attention.  

(This is called ‘following…’)

Do not get caught up in analyzing your progress.  Just stay with the breathing.

Press on until you can no longer tell whether it is you who is breathing, or the breathing that is breathing itself.


Externally, the correct way to cut connections (associations) is to collect the mind into a single point and maintain this state of absolute attention and clear awareness.  Internally, it is to avoid holding on to anything at all.  Do not get caught by thoughts or fantasies- just let the breathing flow in and out while staying with the breath.

Allow the images that arise to come and go as they will- like pictures passing on a screen- but keep your awareness focused on the breath, allowing nothing to linger in your mind, until you and your breathing become one.


From the glossary: Susokkan

By doing meditation, we focus on our life energy exactly as it is- letting go of our attachments to knowledge, past experiences, and other decorations that obscure our essence.

We do not just watch our breath, however, but rather exhale completely and let go of extraneous thoughts, and deepen to the point where we know the state of mind beyond separation into outside and inside.  We go to where our breath is that of the whole universe and we become one with all of life.










